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The Rockefeller Plan for the BRICS New World Order, in
Their Own Words
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Decades before President George H.W. Bush introduced the “New World Order”
(NWO) into the American vernacular, the Rockefeller family and their minions were
making plans to expend America’s post-World War 2 power to bring about such an
order.

In the course of researching Laurance Rockefeller for my last entry, “The Rockefellers Are
The Founders Of The UFO Disclosure Movement – Why?,” I came across a book titled
Prospect for America: The Rockefeller Panel Reports:

…It was the product of a 1956 Rockefeller Brothers Fund effort known as the Special Studies
Project, and it lays out the blueprint for the multilateral / multipolar New World Order that is
currently materializing around us.
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In the aftermath of World War 2 and the resulting formation of the United Nations (which the
Rockefellers were instrumental in creating and funding), the Special Studies Project, directed
by Henry Kissinger, was formed to carry out two apparent tasks:

1) to create an action plan to bring about the “elite’s” long-sought world government
within the existing postwar environment, and

2) to spin the agenda in such a way that it could be sold to the American people as
being in their best interest.

Upon completion of their work, the Special Studies Project’s various panels compiled their
reports in an incomplete, sanitized, and heavily spun book, the above-mentioned Prospect
for America. The book spells out how to sacrifice the national interests of the United States
for…

…(from page 35)

To begin our journey through the Rockefeller plan for the NWO, let’s start with their definition
of the Old World Order (OWO).

The 13 Empires of the Old World Order

From pages 163-164 of Prospect for America…
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So after having consolidated power over most of the world through empire building, the
Occulted Powers (OPs) faced a problem. Empires, by their very nature, are territorial,
competitive and nationalistic, and are not amenable to submitting to outside control as would
be required for world governance.

Clearly, these old structures would need to be demolished and replaced by newer, more
malleable structures in order to finish the global consolidation. For this reason, the OPs
fomented and financed the two world wars to break down the old empires and create
international chaos from which a New Order could be birthed.

At the end of each world war, the OPs immediately planted the seed of global governance,
but the seeds didn’t germinate as expected…

…(from page 164)

De-spinning the last underlined statement, they are basically saying that the nations were
insufficiently motivated to hand over sovereignty to the globalist institutions. So to overcome
this lack of “shared aspirations,” the OPs fostered the Cold War between the United States
and the Soviet Union.

By threatening some nations with Soviet aggression and others with American aggression,
they compelled the nations to band together and join sides for protection. The members of
each side were then pressured to increase economic and defensive cooperation to fend off
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the menace of the other side.

Those who were programmed to believe they lived in the “people’s (communist) world”
cooperated to block aggression from the “imperialist world,” and those who were
programmed to believe they lived in the “free world” cooperated to block aggression from the
“Soviet sphere”…

…(from page 180)

In the United States, people were programmed to believe that fending off the “Red Menace”
was a matter of life and death…
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…(from page 162)

But the Cold War, just like the current crop of engineered conflicts raging about us (ISIS,
Ukraine, and the China Seas), was all about forcing nations into groups and groups into a
world order. Once it had served its purpose, the Cold War was ended in order to allow the
two sides to be merged under the NWO…

…from The New York Times. Here are some key excerpts:

>>> President Mikhail S. Gorbachev of the Soviet Union ended an exhausting
transcontinental visit to the United States today with an appeal for a radically changed
system of global alliances…

Rather than strengthening defense, he asserted, alliances of the future should be designed
to foster an international unity that would ”protect the environment, combat hunger, diseases,
drug addiction and ignorance”…

The Soviet leader said his second summit conference with Mr. Bush had helped move the
United States and the Soviet Union ”toward a new world”…

”For a new type of progress throughout the world to become a reality, everyone must
change,” Mr. Gorbachev added. ”Tolerance is the alpha and omega of a new world order.”
<<<

And as one would expect, Prospect for America offers a glimpse of what Gorbachev and
Bush’s New World Order will look like.

The New World Order

On page 26, we’re told what the OPs and their globalist minions are hoping for…
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Take note of how the passage says “combined so as to be able to deal with those problems
that increasingly the separate nations will not be able to solve alone.” Here they are telling us
that they’ll be purposefully creating increasingly difficult problems to compel the nations to
accept the NWO. We’ve certainly been witnessing that, haven’t we?

As for the NWO structure itself, we’re told that it will “consist of regional institutions under an
international body of growing [to the point of total control] authority.” Elsewhere in the book,
we’re told that the NWO will also include functional structures for matters that require
management beyond the regional boundaries. So let’s delve deeper into how such a
structure would look and operate:

1) At the top is the “international body of growing authority.” Needless to say, this is…
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…(from page 33) Also note this…

…(from page 35)

2) Below the UN will be the…
  

…(from page 189)

Here are the ten UN development regions…
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And page 190 spells out how the regional arrangements will manifest themselves…
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Free trade agreements, joint economic development institutions, exchange agreements —
this all sounds very familiar, doesn’t it? So when an East versus West propagandist tries to
sell you the idea that the BRICS Development Bank or a Chinese/Russian currency swap
deal demonstrates nations trying to free themselves from the New World Order, just
remember this passage. Russia and China are following the NWO script to the letter, but I’ll
get back to this point a little later in the article.

3) Below the UN will also be…
  

…(from page 191)
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One example of a functional arrangement is the BRICS alliance. It cuts across regional lines
and gives form to the dialectic clash between Anglo-American bankers and BRICS bankers
which will birth the NWO. Another example is the International Monetary Fund, which will
manage the new global reserve currency after the engineered East versus West drama has
climaxed.

With the planned structure of the New World Order laid before us, let’s have a look at how
the Rockefellers planned to get America to join in.

The NWO as America’s Grand Objective

Prospect for America goes to great lengths to make the counterintuitive case that building a
global government is in America’s best interest. It starts by implying that nation-states are
somehow outmoded by the fact that they trade with each other, and then it offers the false
choice of floundering by engaging in no trade at all…

…(from page 60) or prospering by engaging in trade managed by the NWO…
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…(from page 161) They conveniently fail to mention that there are many other options
besides resorting to either of those two extremes.

Kissinger and Co. also make the assertion that building the NWO is the “grand objective” of
America’s foreign policy…

…(from page 26) and that the effectiveness of US policy will be judged by how well America
fosters the globalist institutions…
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…(from page 27) Also note how the passage assigns the US to the Western Sphere. The
planners had another nation in mind to lead the Eastern Sphere (China).

The book then goes on to offer specific ways America can sacrifice its national interests to
build the global government.

The Deindustrialization of America

On page 173, we see the genesis of the economic policies that have brought the American
economy to ruin…
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…as the globalists make the case for unilaterally removing the trade barriers that protected
America’s economy from competition with foreign slave labor.

Kissinger and Co. also make the case that we shouldn’t economically defend ourselves since
it might create “impediments… to the progress of others”…
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…(from page 75)

And to give Americans a taste of what’s coming, page 75 also drops this little hint…
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…As it turns out, America did indeed lay itself down as a bridge to pull China into the NWO.
We did it by luring them in with a great deal of our national wealth through lopsided trade and
outsourcing.

And this brings us to the subject of the BRICS…

The BRICS role in erecting the New World Order

Prospect goes on to address the status of those nations that were “freed” by the engineered
collapse of the Old World Order…
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…(from page 164)

If we remove the spin from this passage, it tells us that the new nation-states’ drive to
achieve true independence must be “balanced by converging forces.” And what form did
these “converging forces” take? The globalists employed hot & cold wars and insurgencies,
trade conflicts, and “economic hit men” to make life unbearable for any nation-state
attempting to be independent. All this strife forced such nations to reach out to international
institutions for “help” (which came in the form of military occupation or debt bondage).

Only in the arms of the globalist institutions would such nations find any peace…
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…(from page 61)

When Prospect spoke on page 60 of what animates such peoples…

…it brought to mind something I wrote in an old article titled David Wilcock and the Real
NWO, Part 2 of 2:

>>>Why China? Why would the Illuminati, whose home base is in Western Europe,
have the Chinese front the public face of their New World Order?

A clue to their motivations and strategy can be found in this article, titled “Colonial Elite Rules
China for the Illuminati.” In it, the author states…

“The Chinese people would revolt against overt foreign domination, but embrace their place
in the NWO if they believed they were in control.”
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The Chinese have suffered greatly at the hands of Western imperialism, as has much
of the world. As a result, the Illuminati would have trouble roping many nations into a
Western-led New World Order, especially the nationalistic Chinese. Since you can’t
have a truly global order without the most populous nation on Earth, the Illuminati
opted to use their own legacy of destruction to their advantage. Their two-part strategy
to do so is as follows:

1 – They set up a China-centered alliance as an opposing force to the Western
alliance.

 This part of the strategy was hinted at in the mainstream press in this 2002 UPI article, titled
“China Wants Its Own ‘New World Order’ To Oppose US Version.” It is common practice for
the Cabal to use opposing forces to achieve their ends, and they always make sure they
have influence or control over both sides.

2 – They have been driving the world public into the hands of the Chinese alliance.
 How have they approached this, you ask?

> They have widely publicized a heinous New World Order planned by the Western
Powers…
 

…while simultaneously publicizing a benign New World Order planned by China and its
allies…
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…thus establishing danger from one side and safety from another.

> They have instigated outrageous and provocative action, both economic and military, by
the Western powers (this adds a new insight into the open-for-all-to-see Wall Street / City of
London criminality and recent Western military boondoggles in Afghanistan, Iraq, Egypt,
Libya, and Syria).

> They have broadly exposed damaging information about Western nations, especially the
US. This is the motivation behind WikiLeaks, Snowden, and a thousand smaller disclosures.
And after Snowden outed the NSA’s activities to the general public, where did he run to
hide? First to China (Hong Kong), then to Russia. So what is the psychological message?
China and Russia (the BRICS alliance) are where you run for safety from the evil US, its
Western allies, and all their horrible behavior.

It is really very simple: the Illuminati built a rabbit trap (in the BRICS alliance) that
looks like a nice, safe hole to hide from danger. Now they are beating the bushes (with
the Western powers) to drive the rabbits toward the trap.<<<

Clearly, the globalists took into account “the aspirations of peoples all over the globe… to
emerge rapidly and conclusively from the era of colonialism” in their planning of the NWO. It
is for this reason that the BRICS alliance was formed and the NWO was designed in a
multipolar fashion. They want the oppressed peoples of the world to join together and see
themselves beating the West. And they want them to believe that the Illuminati’s multipolar
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New World Order represents their final victory over oppression and ascension to equality,
when it is actually just the beginning of a new phase of subjugation and their fall into equality
as global serfs.

With the Rockefeller plan for the BRICS New World Order laid out before us, let’s take a look
at how it was implemented.

China: Building up the False Savior

Major moves towards building the New World Order outlined in Prospect for America began
in the late sixties…

1969 – The International Monetary Fund (IMF) introduces the Special Drawing Right,
the planned replacement for the US dollar as the global reserve currency…

  

July 1971 – former Special Studies Project director Henry Kissinger held secret
meetings in China to lay the groundwork for their introduction onto the global stage.
Here he is with Chinese Premier Chou En-Lai (a.k.a. Zhou Enlai) during the visit…
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August 1971 – President Richard Nixon takes America off of the gold standard…
 

…This was the first major explosion in the dollar’s demolition as the global reserve currency
(to make way for its replacement by the globalists’ SDR sometime around 2018).

February 1972 – Nixon visits (and “opens”) China. Here he is with Chairman Mao…
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June 1973 – David Rockefeller Sr. visits China to start working out implementation
details for what is to come. Here he is meeting with Premier Chou En-Lai…

  

So what was set in motion by these events? By 1978, Deng Xiaoping took power and
“developed ‘Socialism with Chinese characteristics’ and Chinese economic reform, also
known as the ‘socialist market economy,’ and opened China to the global market.” An
interesting view on the hidden dynamics behind this development is offered in the above-
linked “Colonial Elite Rules China for the Illuminati” article…
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“Wang Hao, a historian at the China Institute of International Studies, has recorded that
Mao’s deputy Zhou Enlai met David Rockefeller in June 1973:

‘When meeting David Rockefeller, Zhou said to him that it was necessary to find appropriate
methods conducive to the development of the trade between two sides under different
political systems.’

The corporate-communist merger began when Deng Xiaoping came to power in the late
1970s and introduced his market reforms with the slogan ‘to get rich is glorious.’

However, after 30 years of Maoism his regime was hopelessly ill equipped to run a market
economy. They turned to the wealthiest Chinese tycoons in Hong Kong for guidance.

The most powerful HK tycoon is Li Ka-Shing, the richest Asian in the world and an Illuminati
insider.”

(For Fritz Springmeier’s writeup on the Illuminati Li family, click here.)

This helped put in place a Chinese elite that “is a merger between the Communist
leadership, Hong Kong tycoons, and the criminal Triads. All three factions derive their power
from Illuminati collaboration.”

Needless to say, globalist coordination with China…

…and their BRICS partner Russia…
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…has continued unabated to this day.

In closing, I’d simply say that any global solution offered to us in the coming years is, in fact,
a globalist solution. If you do not get together with your neighbors to start exercising self-
sufficiency and control over your life, you will fall into globalist dependency and control by
default. And if you do not get together with those in your local community to devise a
currency (or other method of trade/barter) of your own, you will end up using bankster
currency by default. Power that is not taken into your own hands is left to the predators who
grasp for it.

[Update 1 – 11 November 2014]

In response to this comment from a suspected webtroll…

“How do you know that Putin isn’t telling Kissinger, ‘Buddy, your days are numbered.’”

…I looked up an old New York Times article I ran across a while ago…
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So while the front page news has blaring headlines about the supposed conflict between
West and East, you’ll find the truth a little deeper in the paper: that all these political types
work for the same bosses and are actually buddies behind the scenes. Don’t be distracted by
the public puppet theater.

Love always…

Reference: RedefiningGod.com
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